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Abstract
This study quantifies the operational efficiency and cost of pre-choking main and tagline sys-
tems for tree-length extraction using a cable skidder. The study was done by comparing pro-
ductivity and costs of the two systems in a semi-mechanised tree-length harvesting operation. 
Study data was collected using time studies and work sampling for choking and dechoking 
operations, and GNSS tracking for recording and analysing machine in-field travel time and 
skidding distance. Operating costs were estimated using South African Harvesting and Trans-
port Costing Model. Average productivity of the tagline system (46 m3 PMH-1) exceeded that 
of the mainline system (34 m3 PMH-1) by 35%. The extraction cost of the tagline system 
(US$1.10 m-3) was 26% lower than the cost of using the mainline system (US$1.50 m-3).
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Fig. 1 Diagram of mainline rigging system: the main line is a wire 
rope to which tree-lengths are attached by shorter wire ropes or 
chain chokers
Fig. 2 Diagram of tagline rigging component: sliders are set up along 
the tagline similarly to the mainline system, but the end of each 
tagline is fitted with a hook for easy attachment when winching
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Table 1 Summary of stand and site conditions in the compartments
Stand parameters Compartment M6 Compartment M7a Compartment M7b
Area, ha 7.5 10.7 9.1
Age, years 37 37 37
Stand density, stem ha-1 425 400 400
Average tree volume, m3 0.87 0.99 0.99
Volume/ha 370 m3 ha-1 396 m3 ha-1
Ground condition
Good in dry state
Moderate in moist state
Poor in wet state
Good in dry state
Moderate in moist state
Poor in wet state
Good in dry state
Moderate in moist state
Poor in wet state
Ground roughness Slightly uneven Slightly uneven Slightly uneven
Slope condition Gentle slope –10% Gentle slope –10% Gentle slope +10%
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was	determined	 from	a	pilot	 study	on	 the	 skidder	






   














Fig. 3 Graphical representation of the harvesting plan within one compartment
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used	 for	 statistical	 inference;	H0:	P(X<Y)	 =	P(X>Y)	
against H0 P(X<Y)	≠	P(X>Y)	at	a	=	0.05	(Reiczigelet	al.	
2005).







Table 2 Elements comprising a work cycle and their break points
Work elements Work element defined
Travel unloaded
From when the skidder starts to travel back infield at the landing to when the skidder operator releases the winch break to 
drop the chokers to the ground at the stump site
Choking 
From when the skidder operator releases the winch break to drop the chain chokers to the ground to when it starts to move 
after its complete load has been winched 
Travel loaded 
From when the loaded skidder starts to move towards the landing to when it drops the load at the landing surface (once the 
winch has been released)
De-choking From when the load makes contact with the landing surface to when the skidder starts to travel back infield







Choking time, min 3.47 2.13 118.445 0.0001***
Dechoking time, min 2.05 1.24 94.860 0.0001***
Travel empty time, min 0.95 0.78 0.959 0.328 ns
Travel loaded time, min 1.50 0.78 21.727 0.0001***
Travel empty distance, m 77.23 70.26 1.166 0.281 ns
Travel loaded distance, m 66.05 61.76 2.321 0.128 ns
Travel empty speed, ms-1 1.35 1.50 3.614 0.060ns
Travel loaded speed, m ms-1 0.73 1.32 15.714 0.0001***
Load per cycle, m3 4.51 3.46 86.791 0.0001***
Cycle time, min 7.97 4.93 105.485 0.0001***
*** – very highly significant 
ns – not significant)
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ductivity	 of	 the	 tagline	 system	 using	 four	 choker	

















Table 4 Machine productivity and costs when using mainline (2 sets 








Mainline system 34.0 1.50 50.77
Tagline system 42.1 1.21 51.08
Table 5 Machine productivity and costs when using mainline and 








Mainline system 34.0 1.50 50.77
Tagline system 46.5 1.10 51.12
Fig. 4 Mainline and tagline cable skidding productivities modelled 
over 50 m, 150 m and 250 m average extraction distances
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more	productive	 (46	m3	 PMH-1)	 and	 cost	 efficient	
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